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Go Green, Spend Less, Live Better is an authoritative, practical guide that details the money-

saving side of greener, healthier, and simpler living. Bestselling author of It’s Easy Being Green

and sustainable-living expert Crissy Trask provides a prescriptive handbook for making better

decisions about our homes, how we get around, what we eat, and how we behave as

consumers, in order to simultaneously achieve two desirable and imperative goals—to be

better off financially and to do what is good for the planet.Laying out steps that will yield

immediate results, Trask also provides explanations of bigger commitments that take time to

implement, but also produce much bigger savings. With her practical money-saving strategies

and environmental know-how, Trask empowers readers to confidently pursue change, knowing

their bank accounts will grow as a result. Go Green, Spend Less, Live Better shows how typical

families can easily save at least $10,000—and even as much as $30,000—in the first year

alone by greening up some key areas of their homes and lives.Other areas covered

include:How green living is not exclusive, but highly accessible and affordableFive reasons you

will live better and save money when going greenHow to start reaping economic rewards right

awayTaking green to the next level and getting more for your moneyEarning rich returns on

green investmentsThe link between better health and greater wealthAnd much more!
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Estimate, All ChaptersINTRODUCTIONFor countless Americans, spending less and saving

money are constant struggles. Even before the 2008–2009 recession, three out of four

Americans surveyed by the Pew Research Center said they weren’t saving enough money;1

then the economic downturn shrank paychecks, shattered budgets, and drained accounts,

making it even tougher to save.2Meanwhile, a survey conducted on behalf of the Center for a

New American Dream by Widmeyer Communications3 found that Americans don’t think we, as

a society, are living in a manner consistent with the values we consider to be important—

among them, protecting the environment. Eighty-seven percent of those surveyed agree that

we should be more focused on protecting the environment through better daily

choices.Together these surveys show that an overwhelming majority of Americans are

struggling to reconcile their income and expenditures with savings and investment goals—and

struggling to reconcile their lifestyle habits with their values and concern for the environment.

Wouldn’t it be nice if we could live our green values and achieve a higher level of savings at the

same time? Well, we can!Although many don’t realize it yet, going green is a wonderful way to

save money. If that doesn’t surprise you, what may surprise you is how much money you can

save when adopting a well-rounded green lifestyle. It’s not an overstatement to say that

greening up your life can make you thousands of dollars richer in just one year. Depending on

your lifestyle and the changes you are willing and able to make, you could be substantially

better off than you are today within just a few months of living the green life!A green life today is

a mixture of the best parts of traditionalism and modernism: traditionalism without the hardship

and modernism without the waste. Put another way, green living is a marriage of sensible

practices and modern ingenuity—a life that’s part sensible and part ingenious leaves little room

for the kinds of mistakes that lead to excessive waste that can undermine our future.Saving the

most through green initiatives is not about a handful of things you can accomplish and be done

with it. It’s about lifestyle changes—changes to your home, how you eat, how you get around,

and how you behave as a consumer.If you’re worried you can’t make the changes that will

translate to rich rewards, don’t be. First, saving money is a powerful motivator, which you will

do when you eliminate several planet-unfriendly habits that you didn’t realize are draining your

bank account. Second, we all have it in us to live a greener life, because a greener life is less

complicated and more fundamental, less material and more satisfying, less stressful and more

joyful, less sedentary and more invigorating, less toxic and more healthful, and less wasteful

and more gainful. Who wouldn’t want to know more about a life that can be all that—and begin

to live it!This book will guide you every step of the way, showing you how to spot and stop

wasteful acts and spending and empowering you to confidently pursue change, knowing your

bank accounts will grow as a result.If you’re curious to learn just how much money you could

save with this book as your guide and a commitment to following its suggestions, take a peek

at chapter 8. If saving that kind of serious money sounds appealing to you, what are you



waiting for? Go Green, Spend Less, Live Better.DISCLAIMERThe information presented in this

book is designed to provide helpful information on the subjects discussed. All acquisition costs,

installation costs, rebates, incentives, operating costs, and savings projections expressed in

this book are estimates based upon data and information from a variety of reputable sources,

and they are provided for comparison purposes only. Your costs and savings will vary

depending on several factors, including but not limited to your consumption habits; the location

and size of your home; existing home systems, appliances, and use patterns thereof; local

utility rates; vehicles and travel habits; and your current diet. The use of any information

provided in this book, for whatever purpose, should not absolve any third-party user from due

diligence to verify the information for themselves, this being their full responsibility.The author’s

opinions and conclusions are her own and should any third party decide to act upon said

opinions and conclusions, they do so knowing full well that their results may differ from those

shared in this book.Any suggestions related to diet are for informational purposes only and not

intended to be taken as nutritional advice or as a substitute for medical advice. Before you

make any changes to your diet, a conversation with your healthcare practitioner is advised.The

publisher and author accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever for adverse effects, loss, or

damages suffered, or alleged to be suffered, by any third party as a result of decisions made or

not made or actions taken or not taken based on any information contained within this

book.CHAPTER1GREEN LIVING IS … NOT EXCLUSIVEMany people incorrectly believe that

meaningful green living can best be achieved by the upper middle class who can afford to buy

a hybrid electric vehicle, build a green home, and shop at a pricey organic market. Such

actions have become modern-day testaments to green living, and when done right, they are

praiseworthy. However, too often a closer look reveals bad driving habits, an oversized house,

and organic food shipped from hundreds of miles away, then carted home in plastic bags—

details that undermine otherwise good intentions.Green choices that aren’t accompanied by

green values and green actions are more indicative of affluence than stewardship. Affording

some of the trademarks of a green lifestyle and living a green lifestyle aren’t necessarily the

same thing because earth-friendly living is based much, much more on wise use than having

all the latest green products and accoutrements money can buy. The difference between

buying a quasi-green-lifestyle and living a truly green lifestyle is that the former decreases our

wealth and benefits the earth little while the latter increases our wealth and benefits the earth

much. That’s right: a truly green lifestyle increases our wealth. And not through huge sacrifice

and hardship, but by shrewdly reducing the waste and misuse that together drain our own

resources and the earth’s.Not to be too dismissive, green products do help make up a greener

lifestyle—and many important ones are recommended throughout this book—but to be the

most beneficial they must be used thoughtfully and responsibly as they were intended, not

overused and overscaled as they so often are.Whatever green products or technologies we

purchase, our intention should be to do the least harm, meaning mindfully engaging ourselves

not just in proper use but also in deferring disposal for as long as prudently possible. This

treatment of our stuff is how we lessen the effects of collective consumption and use as well as

how we save the most money.The average income earner can achieve much more than they

may have thought possible once they fully understand what it IS to be truly green.FOUR

GREEN “ISMS”Green IS … ActionAnecdotally speaking, only about 10 percent of green living

is about the products and technologies that can help you achieve your goal of creating an

earth-friendlier home and way of life. The rest is all you and what you do or don’t do. Your

actions in the form of deeds, conduct, and routines play the bigger role in how you manage

your personal impacts and the impacts of the things you use.Although lots of the bigger



solutions take time (like improving the fuel efficiency of our auto fleet and overhauling our

transmission grid to accommodate a build-up of renewable energy), you can carry out smaller

initiatives right now that will make a difference. Opportunities to green up occur several times

throughout the course of an average day. From the time we get up until the time we go to bed,

every decision, every act is a chance to do better, and personal actions are no small potatoes

in the grand scheme of things: Individual actions from millions of ordinary people have

cumulative effects, and when the shift in the way we do things becomes a groundswell, change

that began inside homes, alongside roadways, in backyards, and within communities can drive

the sweeping changes and reforms our living planet desperately needs.Green IS … Earning

Rich Returns on Green InvestmentsGreen products and technologies are often a sound

investment. Even though upfront costs for products that use advanced technology to achieve

greater efficiency are higher than conventional products, those that use less energy and/or less

water can save their owners up to 70 percent in operating costs. To help you perform a cost-

benefit estimate of new equipment purchases, provides savings calculators. And cost-benefit

comparison tables detailing payback periods and net savings for a range of upgrades are

provided in chapter 3 as a general guide before doing further research. The upside to doing the

research and perhaps investing in high-efficiency products is the return on investment, which

can rival and often exceed the returns earned from the stock market.If your bank account is not

ready for significant earth-friendly upgrades around the house—like beefing up insulation in the

attic or replacing inefficient appliances—that can change as soon as you start to implement all

the no-cost and low-cost recommendations in this book, which may save you thousands of

dollars in a short amount of time, depending on your current lifestyle and how much room for

improvement there is. If you’re already a model green citizen, this book is a good opportunity to

review yourself, improve your weak areas, and save a little more money each month, but the

typical American can save much, much more—up to several thousand dollars. Then, when it is

time for you to open your wallet—whether it’s to replace a burned-out light bulb or a broken

down furnace—it will be fatter and better equipped to buy a high-efficiency unit that will

consume less energy, create less pollution, and return your investment through yearly savings

in operating costs.Green IS … Getting More for Your MoneyOften, affording greener versions

of things like food and consumer products isn’t about saving up for them—it’s about choices

and budgeting. We don’t always need to make more money; we just need to spend the money

we already have more wisely.Take food for example: Today households earning between

$30,000 and $50,000 spend an average 38 percent of their food budget on food purchased

away from home—from restaurants, fast food establishments, vending machines, concessions,

and the like.4 Eating at fast food restaurants in particular appeals to self-described “price

sensitive” individuals because they perceive it to be cheaper than eating at home. Overall,

consumers below middle-age are more likely to turn to fast food during recessionary times,5

but fast food is not the value dining option its users perceive it to be. The average amount

spent by a patron at a fast food establishment is $10.16,6 but even someone spending less

than $5 is throwing money away along with copious amounts of paper and plastic served with

every meal.The reality, if you are willing to give up the obvious convenience of fast food, is that

$10, $5, or even $3 could buy more food—and better quality food—if spent at the market

instead of the drive-through lane.Healthy, earth-conscious meals can cost less than $10 a day

per person. That’s an average cost of just $3.33 per meal! This price point doesn’t account for

a diet that includes two-to-three servings of meat per day or supersized portions, but it does

account for moderate amounts of meat as well as delicious, wholesome, and healthy foods

from other important food groups, all in calorie-appropriate portions. Through a combination of



commitments that include cooking with seasonal, whole ingredients; eating less meat; growing

some of our own food; and making the most of the food we buy, we can get more food,

nutrition, and enjoyment from our food dollars. Chapter 6 lays it all out: how to make home-

cooked, healthful meals a budget-friendly, gratifying, and everyday occurrence.Green IS …

Money in the BankRising consumption doesn’t just put increasing pressure on the natural

regenerative capacity of the earth; it also puts increasing pressure on our finances. We pay for

nearly everything we consume, and prices are increasing for everything from fuel to food to

water. Of course we stand to save greatly when we reduce our consumption of resources that

are only getting more expensive.Americans waste millions of dollars every day when they fail to

correct their misuse of resources. Perhaps you are losing $400 a year guzzling water packaged

in plastic bottles while drinking water flows freely (or nearly so) from your tap; or you are

wasting $210 each summer by permitting a flawed sprinkler system to pump thirty thousand

gallons of treated municipal water directly into the street and storm drains; or you are spending

an extra $100 a year by hanging on to an inefficient refrigerator. Such examples are just the tip

of the iceberg. A closer look at our habits and homes can reveal hundreds of examples of

waste that, if corrected, would conserve natural resources, decrease pollution, and reduce

expenditures.When approached as a way of life, green living is more than accessible and

affordable—it is a viable means of achieving greater wealth. Of course saving money is neither

the most important nor the most rewarding part of greener living, but it’s an added bonus. If this

fact helps you achieve your financial goals while improving the environmental outlook at the

same time, everybody wins.FIVE REASONS YOU WILL LIVE BETTER AND SAVE MONEY

WHEN GOING GREENEvery day lots of people spend money they don’t need to when they fail

to appreciate or realize the full financial cost of all their choices and the money-saving

opportunities that elude them. Greener choices in particular that conserve resources and

defend environmental health have so much potential to save us money that when we start to

live green, our green capital just continues to grow. The discussion that follows is an overview

of five reasons why green lifestyles lead to more savings and a better life. The following

chapters will provide much more information—and proof—that living green is synonymous with

saving green!1. Less Affords MoreThe last decade has seen some of the worst personal

savings rates among U.S. citizens in modern times. This has plunged many of us into debt,

thwarted our ability to save for the future, and caused more stress and arguments over money

—this is no way to live.There are many reasons one might experience financial stress, and a

distinctly American precursor is overspending. It’s not just bank accounts, retirement plans,

college funds, and relationships that suffer under the burden of overspending: when we buy

things we don’t need we are participating in the unnecessary consumption of vital resources

and ignoring environmental implications from the production, use, and disposal of whatever it is

we consume. Earth-friendly living is predicated upon avoiding overconsumption, so it handily

reduces expenditures and provides more opportunities for saving money.Every decade since

the 1970s, Americans have spent a growing share of their disposable personal income on

consumer expenditures (the amount spent on goods and services at the household level) and

a shrinking share on personal savings. The personal savings rate has plummeted since the

1970s, falling from 9.59 percent in that decade to an average 3.3 percent between 2000 and

2009.7With the obvious financial gains from reducing consumption, you’d think it would be the

easiest of all green behaviors to espouse, but this clearly is not the case. In the U.S., scale and

quantity are national problems. Over the last several decades just about everything man-made

has gotten bigger or has multiplied out of sync with population growth or basic human needs.

Antithetical to sustainability, our homes, stores, material ownership, debt, sofas, TV sets, cars,



suburbs, highways, portion sizes, and so on have exploded.Restricting excessive or

conspicuous consumption is fundamental to reducing our environmental impact; and, contrary

to being a deprived state of existence, making do with less enables us to put more money

aside so we can achieve a better standard for the things we eventually acquire in our lives. For

example:Own an Economy Car, Rent Luxury or BrawnCompared to a midsize SUV crossover

like the Mazda CX-9 (MSRP $29,725 and 19 avg. mpg), a lighter, smaller, fuel efficient car like

a Honda Fit (MSRP $15,325 and 30 avg. mpg), not only costs much less up front, but the fuel

savings alone—$861 a year at a constant average fuel price of $3.72—would make it possible

to rent a larger car once or twice a year, as needed, or to pay for occasional delivery fees for

bulky purchases and still have money left over. Factor in the savings in depreciation, financing,

and insurance when owning a smaller car and you can easily save upwards of $16,000 over

five years!8Own a Small Home, Green the RenovationToday Americans occupy three times as

much living space (about 980 square feet per household member) as people did sixty years

ago. But over-sizing our homes has significantly and needlessly increased the built

environment’s use of raw materials and waste from building-related construction and

demolition debris9—it has also increased the financial burden of owning a home and doing

renovations. Furthermore, when we spend our entire budget on square footage, we sacrifice

the dream of making our home a true reflection of our tastes and values.If you want a beautiful,

green home but don’t have a fortune to spend, buy a small home that is beneath your budget,

then spend some of the difference to bring it up to green standards—an investment that will

improve the home’s efficiency and increase its value. A small home (see table 1) will not only

cost less to renovate, it will cost significantly less to furnish, heat, cool, light, and maintain

compared to an oversized home.Table 1: Small Home GuidelinesMembers in

householdApproximate square footage neededUp to fourAbout 600 sq. ft. plus an additional

200 sq. ft. per memberBetween five and nineAbout 600 sq. ft. plus an additional 250 sq. ft. per

memberOwn Less Furniture, Enjoy Greater QualityA smaller house as suggested above will

automatically limit the amount of furnishings you need, so the furniture budget can go toward

quality instead of quantity. But if your dwelling has more rooms than you honestly need, those

extra rooms have either already led to—or could soon lead to—buying more furnishings than

you use on a regular basis. Filling a home—especially a large one—from top to bottom with

furniture isn’t conducive to saving money, nor is it respectful of the resources sacrificed for

every chair, hutch, and accent pillow that crosses the threshold.If you already find yourself with

too much furniture, sell some of it. If you are reading this book, you are already trying to

improve your financial condition, and this can instantly help you. If you are just beginning to

furnish a home, fight the urge to over-furnish rooms you hardly use. For example, why have two

dining sets if you dine at the kitchen table most of the year? Why furnish a room for guests if it

only gets slept in once or twice a year? Why fully furnish two “living” rooms if you spend the

majority of your time in just one? If you can, own a single dining set that can easily go from

everyday-casual to special-occasion-formal. A roll-away bed or an inflatable mattress is fine for

occasional guests. And a thinly furnished “formal” living room can borrow seating and lamps

from other rooms if and when it is needed for entertaining.With less furniture to buy, you’ll save

more and be able to afford the nicest, highest quality furnishings for the rooms you live in every

day as well as put more money aside for other things.2. Secondhand DiscountsYou know how

giddy you can get when you save 30 percent off the suggested retail price for something? Well,

this is small potatoes compared to the discounts you can find in the secondhand, or reuse,

marketplace! But, reuse isn’t just about saving money—it’s green, because reuse stops the

waste of still-useful items and reduces unnecessary production of new goods.Reuse retailers



are in every community, but recently interest in reuse has taken off. The quantity and variety of

pre-owned goods, increased ways to advertise them and the number of sellers are all helping

to turn reuse shopping into an increasingly viable means of acquiring durable goods. With the

success of and —two very different websites with a common goal of connecting buyers and

sellers of pre-owned goods—and Ebook Tops.com’s entry into the used market, the supply of

used goods for the budget- and earthconscious buyer is growing by leaps and

bounds.Following are a few of the reasons why more and more eco-and money-savvy

shoppers are rejecting new goods, and their higher price tags, and instead enthusiastically

searching for others’ castoffs. For much more detail and resources on this topic see chapter

7.High Quality, Low Prices“Quality” and “used” are not mutually exclusive terms. People don’t

just get rid of junk. There are lots of reasons why people get rid of nice, quality items as well:

for example they might be downsizing, redecorating, upgrading, moving, or liquidating an

estate. Sometimes quality goods are sold off because the need for something has disappeared

or to obtain fast cash.Higher quality pre-owned goods tend to come from private sellers found

through local or online classifieds and at upscale consignment stores and antiques stores, but

don’t forget that pawn shops and swap meets—especially those in large metropolitan areas—

can offer good quality used merchandise too.Competition among Sellers, Great Deals for

BuyersAnyone with a computer and Internet connection can market their unwanted items to

interested buyers via an ever growing number of buy/sell websites—the most popular

averaging a staggering ninety-seven million unique visitors per month in 2011. Online

marketplaces are so popular, in fact, that , , and all receive more unique monthly visitors than

the websites of powerhouse retailers like Walmart and Target.10The sheer number of sellers

operating in the online marketplace requires competitive pricing strategies. For eBay.com

sellers to attract buyers to auctions, sellers may set starting bids very low or offer free shipping

or both—creating deals in the making for lucky bidders. If you don’t win what you’re bidding on,

there’s always another auction!The Donations of Others, Dirt CheapIf you’re looking for dirt

cheap prices for clothing, linens, toys, kitchen wares, small home and office accessories, or

furniture that you can repurpose or refurbish, visit local charity thrift stores that sell donated

items to earn money for charity. You may come out empty-handed on your first trip, but new

items typically arrive daily, so visit often.Bartering Is Back, Goods and Services Flow FREE-

lyBartering—trading goods or services without using cash—is back. From local barter

exchanges to Internet websites to classified ads, there are a number of ways to advertise

goods or services you can offer in exchange for something you need. Bartering sites (also

called swap sites) may be relatively new and generally unfamiliar to U.S. consumers, but if they

take off here as they have in the U.K., online swap sites could become serious rivals to auction

sites such as or retail sites such as .113. Longevity Gives BackDurable, high-quality, and

satisfying products that are made to last and that you will want to keep around for the

foreseeable future can substantially reduce replacement and repair costs that inevitably follow

strictly sticker-price motivated buying decisions. Not to mention the valuable resources that will

be spared an untimely death trying to keep up with frivolous replacements of so many lower

quality and unsatisfying products.Shifting from a throwaway society to one that values

permanence is a two-part commitment. First it requires that we generally reject flimsy and

disposable products in favor of ones that have staying power. However, nothing is immune to

the effects of time—especially things that are well loved and well used. And this hints at the

second commitment for seeking longevity from our stuff: we need to take care of it. And on the

occasion when something soils, breaks, tears, squeaks, or just needs to be “refreshed,”

channeling your grandparents’ fix-it mentality can get you a few more years out of something



you’ve already gotten great mileage from, saving you even more—as long as the solution has a

reasonable price.Of course nothing lasts forever: products and materials wear out and

products we use must keep up with consumer safety standards and sustainability goals. When

the time comes to buy something new, having extra savings from years of deferred

replacement costs will make the occasion much more gratifying, because you’ll have more

money to afford the kind of quality and special features that will lead to another lasting

purchase.No More Throwaway Products, No More Throwing Away MoneyWe are in large part

a society that values convenience, and unfortunately we don’t mind using things up in one use

and throwing lots of stuff away if it affords us a bit more convenience. From throwaway

countertop wipes to disposable diapers to plastic food wrap, Americans threw away 22.3

million tons of nondurable paper and plastic (excluding containers and packaging) in 2010.12

About 339 pounds annually for each U.S. household!These conveniences trash the planet and

clean out your pocketbook. A year’s worth of disposable cleaning wipes can cost three and half

times what a small collection of reusable rags and a bottle of non-toxic cleaner costs;13 a

year’s worth of disposable diapers can cost five times more than a home cleaned cloth

diapering system;14 and a year’s supply of disposable plastic food storage bags and wrap can

cost six times as much asa set of reusable containers. Reusable substitutes are also one-time

purchases, so the long-term savings compared to their disposable counterparts is huge!Invest

In Quality and Beauty, Have It ForeverSurround yourself with things that you’ve carefully

chosen for your life now and for the future. This includes choosing everything from high-quality,

attractive furniture that will take abuse and have lasting appeal to versatile home accessories

that can be adapted when redecorating to sturdy mops and brooms that hold up to tough

housekeeping chores indefinitely.Making choices that we can live with for years to come

sometimes takes a bit more time and money up front, but if the goal is to save money in the

long run and do better by the environment, well then choosing carefully really pays off.

Consider an $800 sofa that’s attractive primarily due to the price point. It probably comes with

limited choices for fabrics, a 10-year warranty and it may utilize less than healthy or eco-

sensitive materials. Now consider a $1,700 sofa whose price tag makes your palms sweat a bit,

but it’s love at first sight! It also comes with a lifetime warranty, the frame is certified sustainable

and it’s been put together with VOC-free glues.* If the means to afford it are there, the higher

priced sofa could last three times as long and end up saving you $700 over the life of the

sofa.Applying the same buying conviction to all your purchases—made in moderation, of

course, for the things you need— is a winning strategy for reducing expenditures over the long

haul.Extend Its Life, Save a BundleAs a culture, we’ve become accustomed to replacing items

that have fallen into disrepair or out of favor, even if something can be repaired or renewed

easily and economically. It’s a shameful waste of money and valuable resources.Before we

became consumer zombies who automatically cast off injured possessions for the chance to

buy something new, repairing stuff was the norm. A half century ago, any American

homeowner wouldn’t have thought twice about dragging out the toolbox or a sewing machine

to put something that had fallen apart back together again—sometimes better than new!When

it’s possible to extend the useful life of something by cleaning, fixing, refurbishing,

reconditioning, repurposing, rearranging or generally renewing it, we can usually save

significant money; avoid hasty waste of salvageable things; and protect valuable resources

from being frittered away for the production of avoidable replacements.* VOCs are organic

chemical compounds (including formaldehyde, toluene, acetone, ethanol and isopropyl alcohol)

that can be released into the air by everyday products and materials containing them. They are

considered a pollutant, and their presence indoors can adversely impact the health of people



that are exposed.If you’re up for a do-it-yourself (DIY) project from time to time there’s no

shortage of instructional books and web videos out there to teach you how to transform just

about anything in need of a makeover. And if you lack a proclivity to fix things, there’s a

business out there that wants to help.By weight, almost one quarter of landfill waste is made

up of durable goods.154. Smaller Energy BillsEnergy use in this country keeps climbing, and

so do the prices households pay for it, whether due to spiking commodities markets or

increasing demand. Gasoline prices have skyrocketed to over $4.00 a gallon more than once in

recent years, proving that the petroleum market is volatile and when prices are low, they don’t

stay low. And when it comes to the major home heating fuels, between 2002 and 2011,

residential retail prices for heating oil rose 320 percent, natural gas rose 43 percent and

electricity rose 40 percent.16Rising fuel costs can put a huge financial strain on American

families that rely too heavily on the most expensive fuels. The average household earning

between $30,000 and $50,000 a year spent $5,639 on energy-related expenses in 2007; for

those earning over $50,000, energy-related expenses totaled an average of $6,188.17Our

rising energy costs are something to be concerned about, but even more alarming are rising

global temperatures and incidents of climate disturbance caused by the buildup of greenhouse

gases (GHGs) in our atmosphere. The recent rise in GHGs has resulted largely from energy-

related carbon dioxide emissions from increases associated with electric power generation and

transportation fuel use.18 Slashing energy consumption at home and on the road will ease

climate-altering greenhouse gas emissions while also reducing our energy expenses.Efficiency

Up, Energy Costs DownThe inevitable, elective and mandatory uses of all kinds of things in our

lives that consume energy make their efficiency critically important in our effort to reduce

energy costs. Something as seemingly insignificant as the light bulbs in our home can cost us

either roughly $400 a year to power or closer to $100, based on their efficiency. The amount of

money that can be saved by achieving optimal efficiency not only from our light bulbs, but from

our vehicles, homes and all within them should not be underestimated.Most people would see

the occasion of a major home appliance going on the fritz as most unwelcome. But the

breakdown of an old appliance that has been costing you extra money in operating costs due

to its inefficiency is an opportunity to replace it with a new energy-efficient appliance that will

cost much less to run, saving you money with every use.Combined, the transportation and

residential sectors account for more than half of all energy-related carbon dioxide emissions in

the United States.19Lower Use, Lower ExpendituresThe quickest way to slash energy-related

expenses is to use less energy (duh, right), and while increasing the efficiency of our vehicles,

major appliances, heating and cooling equipment, electronics, lights and so forth has great

merit, we can also just use them less!When learning passive home cooling tricks or hanging

clothes out on a line to dry, we can turn air conditioners and dryers—two of the most used

appliances in the home—into two of the least. And when we turn off lights and don’t idle the

car, with the flip of a switch and the turn of a key, we save energy and money.The total distance

traveled by Americans exceeds that of all other industrialized nations combined.205. Fewer

Health RisksObesity, heart disease, respiratory illness, neurological impairment, hormonal

disturbance, allergies, headaches … are these indicators of a lifestyle that isn’t green enough?

They could be. For example, car dependence has contributed to an increase in sedentary

lifestyles, impairing our physical fitness; hazardous household products from oven cleaners to

solvents to insecticides pose serious risks to human health; conventional food grown and

raised with harmful chemicals could be making us sick. Sooner or later, environmentally

undesirable practices and products that impact health undermine our efforts to be well. And

what does undermining our health have to do with our ability to protect our earnings and our



ability to save? For starters, developing an illness can lead to lost income due to missed days

at work, medications to ease our suffering and, in the worst cases, hospitalization. Even if you

have health insurance, uncovered expenses can add up to hundreds of dollars or more in a

year if you are frequently seeking medical attention for one or several problems.An ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure, and that ounce of prevention is a greener lifestyle.

Lifestyle choices that look out for the earth’s well-being bode well for us too: utilizing non-

motorized transportation, reducing our exposure to chemicals and eating a diet rich in naturally

grown fruits and vegetables is more preventative against poor health and disease, so our

spirits, stamina and bank balance won’t be drained!Two thirds of the adult population aged

twenty years and over are overweight or obese;21 and obesity and inactivity is a risk factor in

one quarter to one third of cancer deaths.22Walk More, See the Doctor LessThe overweight

are at far greater risk of developing serious health problems, such as diabetes and heart

disease, and other chronic diseases; and while there are many contributing factors to obesity,

inactivity makes every list.The automobile is one culprit of inactivity, having taken away

peoples’ inclination to walk or ride a bike. Americans use the automobile for 87 percent of all

daily trips23 taken, yet one in four is a mile or less.24 The fact that so many of us choose to sit

down to get places, near as well as far, is expanding waistlines, oil consumption, GHG

emissions, pollution, and an auto-dependent infrastructure that is paving over green

space.Ignoring opportunities to walk is only one contributing factor to bodies that are

underworked and unfit, but studies show that a thirty-minute walk every day can lower LDL

(“bad”) cholesterol, raise HDL (“good”) cholesterol, lower your blood pressure and reduce your

risk of diabetes.25 Replace a car trip with thirty minutes of walking every day, and burn calories

instead of gas!Replace Toxic Products, Eliminate Serious Health RisksThe U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) warns that every day humans are exposed to thousands of the more

than 80,000 chemicals in use today, either singly or in various combinations through air,

drinking water, food and dust.26 It’s impossible for us to shield ourselves from all the industrial

compounds, pollutants and other chemicals that we’re exposed to every day just from walking

around, but we can control our immediate environment—our homes.The last thing we should

do is bring dangerous chemicals into our homes, pop the lids and start liberally spreading them

around—releasing toxic fumes and agents that can make us sick—in some cases seriously so.

A safer home and safer environment depend upon detoxifying the products we keep inside our

cupboards for household chores and projects.Finding non-toxic substitutions for everything

from paint to household cleaners to pest controls is becoming easier, but the buyer still needs

to beware of false claims. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has produced a guide——to

help consumers sort through environmental claims found on product labels.The human body

contains an estimated 700 industrial compounds, pollutants and other chemicals due to our

inhalation, contact and ingestion of toxic consumer products and industrial pollutants.27Eat

Right, Live HealthierThe conventional, industrial food machine of today is an energy-intensive,

chemical dependent and often inhumane enterprise that has strayed exceedingly far from the

agricultural model prior to WWII. Spraying crops with massive amounts of poisonous agents,

promoting atypical growth in livestock with synthetic hormones, raising animals hock-deep in

their own waste and processing nutritionally inferior foods are all common practices that are

eroding either environmental health, human health or both.The more conventional foods in

your diet, the higher your risk of ingesting contaminants, additives and foods themselves that

are known or suspected of causing health problems. Whether your diet makes you feel

lethargic, causes mild discomfort or allergic reactions, disrupts hormonal or endocrine

functions, or worse, these afflictions can be debilitating and expensive to treat.Conventional



U.S. food producers, on the whole, no longer turn out the best food in the world. The best food

now comes from organic and sustainable producers who provide much-needed alternatives to

conventional foods and their problems. Eating more foods that were raised as nature intended,

without so much interference from science, will decrease your exposure to man-made

synthetics and additives that have no dietary benefit and could make you very sick.It’s much

less expensive to invest in healthy foods that come with fewer possible risks and actually

promote good health.Since the 1950s, the nutritional quality of produce in America has

declined substantially, according to U.S. Department of Agriculture

figures.28CHAPTER2GETTING OFF TO AGOOD STARTWhatever attitudes, habits,

behaviors, and possessions make up our lives, there is always room for improvements that can

save us more money and ease environmental strain. Improvements can come from an

immediate shift in our thinking followed by a simple adjustment in consumption—like when

deciding to drink tap water again after months (or years) of carting water home in plastic

bottles. Then there are improvements that can come only after careful research and monetary

investment, such as replacing an electric hot water heater with a solar one. And in between

these two extremes are hundreds if not thousands of other practical ways to help the planet

and save money.The following chapters in this book show ways each of us can live and use

technology to reduce our impacts, and they will provide details that confirm our opportunities to

save money when making decisions with the earth’s—and our own—well-being in mind. But

before we get into the details on a subject by subject basis, it may help to look at some super

basic ways to immediately reduce spending and provide some financial cushion that can be

put to good use later.WAYS TO BE GREEN THAT DON’T COST ANY GREENThere’s no

better way to start going green than by adopting some behaviors that take absolutely no money

to follow through on. And no green behavior goes unrewarded! Depending on your current

habits and expenditures, you could save several thousand dollars—yep, several thousand

dollars—in one year by following the advice in this chapter alone. And all the money-saving tips

in this section save resources and reduce pollution, so you can feel good about the difference

they will make while you watch your bank account grow.Drink Tap WaterEstimated Annual

Savings (Per Capita):$208–$1,281One third of Americans drink bottled water regularly1—

water that costs between $1.42 and $8.82 a gallon when consumed from the tremendously

popular half-liter bottles. Compare this price per gallon to what the average American pays per

gallon for tap water: less than a penny! But bottled water often is tap water, or at least 48.7

percent of it is; and according to Food and Water Watch, that percentage is growing. What

began as a niche market of overpriced natural spring water has turned into one big scam. The

bottled water industry sells U.S. consumers more than half a billion bottles of water a week. In

2010, Americans spent $11 billion for a product they don’t need.2 For a product, in fact, they

already own—as long as they are current on the water bill, that is.The savings of giving up

bottled water are significant. Let’s assume an average adult drinks 50 ounces or 1.5 liters of

water a day purchased in half-liter bottles. When purchased by the case, each bottle of plain

old American water costs about $0.19, when not on sale; spring water from halfway around the

world costs about $1.17 per bottle. If you’re grabbing a single bottle from a convenience store,

domestic water costs about $0.69 and foreign water about $1.65. For this exercise, we’ll take a

blended average of the four prices and estimate the average bottled water drinker to be

spending roughly $0.52 per half-liter bottle. At this price, in a year consuming 1.5 liters per day

adds up to $568.No one is arguing that bottled water isn’t convenient, and that’s really what

people are paying for, but just how in convenient is it, really, to refill our own reusable bottle

from a convenient tap source. Save your money, save the earth and get a reusable bottle. Tap



water in this country is frequently tested and tightly regulated—in fact, it is more regulated than

bottled water! That said, if you only want to (or need to) consume filtered water, you don’t have

to rely on a bottling company to do it for you. Purchase a pitcher filter for less than $30 or

spend a bit more for either a countertop or undercounter filter that attaches to your main tap.

Any of these home filtering methods is more economical than paying for bottled water on a

regular basis.If you want to understand bottled water better, watch the excellent animated short

film (just nine minutes long) The Story of Bottled Water at .Each year, making the plastic water

bottles used in the U.S. takes enough oil and energy to fuel 1,000,000 cars.3Brew Your Own

CoffeeEstimated Annual Savings (Per Capita):$625–$1,467More than half the U.S. population

drinks coffee daily, and more and more of that coffee is being purchased by the cup from retail

coffee houses, carts and kiosks where the average price for an espresso-based drink is $2.45

and the average price for brewed coffee is $1.38.4Daily coffee consumption among coffee

drinkers increased from 2.5 cups in 2005 to 3.1 cups in 2010,5 largely due to the dense

concentration of coffee shops that have made it extremely convenient to get a hot cup of

gourmet coffee nearly anywhere, any time of day. And an unintended consequence of the

success of coffee shops is that Americans are throwing away an unprecedented number of

paper and Styrofoam cups each year.Not everyone buys three overpriced cups of coffee in the

course of a day, but all it takes is one $2.45 beverage per day, served up in a disposable cup,

to drain $894 from your pocketbook and waste 365 cups and their lids in a year—and perhaps

a hundred or more coffee sleeves too!Brew coffee at home or at the office using a low-waste

system like a French Press. With the money you save you’ll be able to afford organic, fair trade

coffee (about $11/pound). Carry coffee with you in a stainless steel thermos mug and it will

stay hot for an hour or more (vacuum-insulated stainless steel keeps hot drinks hot for four

hours!).McDonald’s serves more than 500 million cups of coffee each year within its U.S.

restaurants.6Adjust the ThermostatEstimated Annual Savings (Per Household):$100–$210

Simply Living Well: A Guide to Creating a Natural, Low-Waste Home

E. Cleary, “Exactly what I was looking for!. This book is fantastic! It connects the dots between

greener acts and the money those acts save us. By the middle of the book I was utterly

convinced that I could save serious money with the suggestions made in this book, and in fact I

am already doing that! I am now extremely motivated to take green living seriously. I always

wanted to, but I guess I needed someone like Trask to put a spotlight on the financial and

health benefits to living more earth consciously. I highly recommend this book to anyone who

is trying to save money or needs some convincing that green living is NOT expensive.”

DMB, “Smart, healthy Green ideas for saving now and in the future !. Crissy Trask has given

consumers great ideas for daily and long term ways to save money while promoting a safer,

greener environment.This is an exceptional resource for trying to determine what options are

best for you from daily living tips to future planning for up grades to housing, appliances or

transport.Each chapter gives clear comparisons of various choices that help you see what

savings as well as enviornmental contributions are possible. This is a must read guide for

home owners looking to update their living spaces using greener products or strategies.

However it is comprehensive in expanding your thinking about daily choices and giving

practical solutions like when to consider second hand or recylced purchases, when does

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/xnMZe/Go-Green-Spend-Less-Live-Better-The-Ultimate-Guide-to-Saving-the-Planet-Saving-Money-and-Protecting-Your-Health


buying local make sense or how to cut down on fast food purchases. Each chapter also has

"Spotlight on Savings" inserts that further help one closely consider long term savings.From

immediate easy, cost effective ideas to major financial investments, this is a must read. Ms

Trask is an consumer advocate for healthier, wiser life choices that can also have a lasting

positive impact on our earth. Go Green Spend Less Live Better would make an excellent gift

for new home owners, young folks beginning to live on their own, and friends trying to

determine what life changes matter.My new consumer guide to healthy actions.”

N. Whitaker, “Fantastic, Practical Guide to Everyday Green Living. It seems that so many of us

know the advantages of green living and want to live green, but choice after choice we make

as consumers do not live into our green ideals. More often than not, we fail to live into these

ideals because we think it is too expensive or too difficult to do accomplish with our hectic

lives. This book shows that our apprehensions are unfounded, and that greener living can be

accomplished through easy changes that lead to healthy, money-saving results. It lays out

simple, clearly defined ways to live greener and save money at the same time. And it is full of

specifics as to how much we can expect to save through each change we make. Overall, this

book is a fantastic guide for those searching out ways to start moving towards greener living,

and it has enough specifics that even the greenest of us can find ways to improve our lives and

save more money.”

Judy S, “A great guide to green living!. Want to really know HOW to go green? Crissy Trask's

Go Green is the best guide I've found. She is clear, has excellent ideas for families, and makes

living more simply and greener very doable. Thanks for the inspiration and the easy-to-follow

advice.Well worth the money and time to read, and a good resource to consult over time.”

The book by Crissy Trask has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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